
 
 

Resilience Partners closes a new investment by continuing 
to finance the expansion of PFP Termopolimeros 

 

The direct lending firm Resilience Partners Fund II S.C.A., SICAR, has closed a new investment by continuing to finance 

the expansion of PFP Termopolimeros S.L. 

 

With this transaction, Resilience Partners continues its strategy of helping Spanish SMEs to finance its growth plans, 

while supporting an existing portfolio company. Adela Mayor, CEO and founder of PFP Termopolimeros, said: “We are 

delighted to obtain additional financing with an existing partner due to their proximity to the business and ability to 

understand and adapt to the requirements contemplated in our business plan”.  On the other hand, Agustín Pla, partner 

of Resilience Partners that has led the transaction added: “With this second financing in the company, we are able to 

grow together with our portfolio companies. A long-term structure will allow the company to continue expanding its 

competitive advantage in the market.”  

 

Resilience Partners continues steadily in its investment process counting with a solid pipeline and portfolio. Through 

Resilience Partners Fund I, already fully deployed, 13 investments in Spanish companies have successfully been closed. 

Through Resilience Partners Fund II, currently under investment period, three investments have been closed in different 

business segments. Additionally, it continues giving liquidity to investors, having made several distributions since 

inception, with recent exits, thus confirming the attractiveness of the cash component of this product.  

  

About Resilience Partners 

With over EUR 125M of AUM, Resilience Partners specializes in helping Spanish companies with solid track record to 

execute its long-term expansion plans, offering flexible financing solutions. Resilience Partners focuses on companies 

with EBITDAs between EUR 3-15M, leaders in their segment, with consolidated management teams and long-term 

financing needs to execute strategic plans. 

 

After the complete deployment of Resilience Partners Fund I S.C.A., SICAR having invested 1.5x of the fund size, 

Resilience Partners Fund II S.C.A., SICAR maintains the same proven investment strategy. Having already closed three 

investments since its deployment, Resilience Partners Fund II S.C.A., SICAR is simultaneously under fundraising with an 

target fund size of EUR 150-200M counting already with the support of the EIF and EIB, institutional as well as Family 

offices. 

 

About PFP Termopolimeros 

PFP Termopolimeros is a company specialized in the design, manufacturing and commercialization of plastic packaging 

solutions mainly for the pharmaceutical industry as well as cosmetics and healthcare industries.  

 

Thanks to their experience, the company has been able to stand out by offering high quality products on a flexible 

manner, adapting to their clients’ needs. It is also implementing ambitious ESG projects related to resource efficiency in 

the production process, recycling plastic as raw material and diversity among others. Within the company’s products 

offerings, PFP Termopolimeros can provide a specific reference only manufactured by a few companies in the world. 

 
For further information on Resilience Partners visit: https://www.resiliencepart.com/en/ 
For further information on PFP Termopolimeros: https://pfptermopolimeros.com/ 
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